Source and Contents

First three pieces are in hands of late s.xii; the rest are in s.xiii hands (a variety of similar scribes, some perhaps the same but writing at different times and with different pens). Described in more detail below.

Notation

Notation of *Ave Maria* is similar to *Virgo truces*: very neat and square, but all stems are slightly diagonal (so the overall aspect appears to lean slightly from left bottom to right top). Virgae used. Puncta can be either squares without stems or oblique shapes - it is pretty clear that the former are not simply virgae whose stems have faded because these usually have a very slight spike to the top left of the square.

There is very often an alternation of virga and punctum which almost suggests rhythm, but repeated versicles do show some variation with the forms being interchangeable. Punctum does not stick to the lower note function, and there seems to be no difference in function between the square and diamond forms. Pes and clivis present. The five- or six-note neumes towards the end of each versicle combine parts of torculus, pes and porrectus shapes (*2a Filium*).

Layout

Followed by Alleluia. *Matris Christi* laid out with space for staves, but staves and music not added. Some much later notation added on this page (just a few minimis and semiminimis); there are also two short passages of square notes, one on the leftover stave at the end of *Ave Maria* that looks like a psalm tone, and one further down, without lines, also including a lot of repeated notes.
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Some fading at top right of page affecting the notation towards the end of the first two lines, and some holes and staining further down the page.
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